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Neutron music player ios settings

A: To avoid losing the settings follow these steps: Android operating system: neutronMP backup/folder with all its contents to the secure location. /NeutronMP is not affected by uninstallation. iOS: The /NeutronMP backup folder located inside the /Documents folder. To access the /Documents folder, use iTunes for PC -&gt; select iOS Device -&gt; Apps -&gt;
File Sharing -&gt; Neutron -&gt; drag and drop the /NeutronMP folder to your PC. BlackBerry OS: Close the Neutron process -&gt; create the NeutronMP folder inside the /misc folder (you will get /misc/NeutronMP) -&gt; launch Neutron -&gt; Neutron will copy your current configuration files to the /misc/NeutronMP folder and use the settings located in
/misc/NeutronMP. Neutron is the professional music player with a high quality 32/64-bit audio rendering engine that delivers the best Possible Hi-Fi quality sound quality on iOS device. The platform-independent, reliable native core provides consistent behavior across all devices. Carefully developed DSP effects like Parametric or Graphic EQ, Compressor,
Surround Sound, Crossfeeder, Crossfader, Tempo, Pitch and others, help adjust the audio to a desired result. Neutron can get music files from device or network sources like SMB/CIFS, UPnP/DLNA, FTP, WebDAV and send audio to the headset, or directly to USB DAC or UPnP/DLNA or Chromecast renderer without formatting limitation! Neutron is
developed for audiophiles and those who really love and value music. Consider using Hi-Fi/Hi-End audio hardware for the best result. Stay away from Neutron and have full control over your multimedia library and sound! FEATURES * 32/64-bit audio processing (high-quality HD audio). * Independent OS and platform decoding and audio processing. * Bit-
perfect playback. * Audio formats: MP3, OGG (Vorbis), FLAC, OPUS, AC3, AAC, M4A, M4B, M4R, MP4, 3GP, 3G2, MOV, ALAC, APE (Monkey's Audio), WV (WavPack), MPC (MusePack), WAV, AU, AIFF. * DSD decoding (requires fast CPU, minimum DSD64). * DOP (DSD over PCM), DXD. * Module music formats: MOD, IM, XM, S3M. * Voice audio
format: SPEEX. * Playlists: CUE, M3U, PLS, ASX, RAM, XSPF, WPL. * Lyrics (. LRC, metadata). * Audio streaming (plays Internet radio transmissions, Icecast). * Supports large media libraries. * Network music sources: – SMB/CIFS network device (NAS or PC, Samba shares); – UPnP/DLNA media server; – FTP server; – WebDAV server. * Chromecast
output (up to 24-bit, 192 kHz). * Output to UPnP/DLNA Media Renderer (up to 24 bits, 768 kHz). * Direct output to USB DAC (via USB OTG adapter, up to 24 bits, 768 kHz). * Departure from bits (IEEE 754, optional). * UPnP/DLNA Media Renderer (server). * Management of the device's local music library via the internal FTP server. * DSP effects: –
Parametric equalizer (4-30 band, fully configurable: type, frequency, Q, gain); – Graphic eq mode with 21 common presets; – Surround sound (Ambiophonic R.A.C.E.); – Crossfeed (better stereo sound perception on headphones); – Compressor / Limiter; – Time delay (speaker time alignment); – Dithering (minimize (minimize – Tone, Tempo (playback speed
and pitch correction). * Speaker overload protection filters: Subsonic, Ultrasonic. * Peak normalization, RMS (preamp gain calculation after DSP effects). * Gain metadata playback. * Gapless playback. * Hardware volume controls and preamplifier. * Crossfade. * Phase reversal. * Optional high quality real-time resampling (quality and audiophile modes). *
Spectrum and RMS analyzers in real time. * Balance. * Mono mode. * Playback modes: Shuffle, Loop, Single Track, Sequential, Queue. * Management of playlists. * Media library grouping by: album, artist, composer, genre, year, rating, folder. * Grouping of artists by category 'Album artist'. * Folder mode. * Clock mode. * Timers: sleep, wake up. * Interface
languages: é, (简体 繁体), 한국어, ⽇語, Vit, ไทย, German, Italian, French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, Magyar, Polski, Turk. Open the Mac App Store to purchase and download apps. Neutron is an advanced music player with 32/64-bit audio engine independent of the audiophile grade platform that is being developed for over 10 years to provide Hi-Fi
experience on any platform! It outputs high-resolution audio directly to the internal DAC (including USB DAC) and offers a wide set of DSP effects to alter the audio. Neutron is the only application capable of sending audio data to network renderers (UPnP/DLNA, Chromecast) with all DSP effects applied, including gapless playback. It features a unique PCM
to DSD oversampling mode in real time (if supported by DAC), so you can play your favorite music in DSD resolution. Neutron has a special user interface with advanced functionality and is designed specifically for audiophiles and those who love music! FEATURES* 32/64-bit audio processing (HD audio).* Platform-independent operating system and audio
processing.* Support high-resolution audio (up to 32-bit, 768 kHz, external/internal DAC).* Perfect bit playback.* Audio formats: MP2, MP3, OGG/Vorbis, FLAC, OPUS, WMA, WMA Lossless (16-bit), AC3, AAC, M4A, M4B, M4R, MP4, 3GP, 3G2, MOV, ALAC, APE, WV, MPC, WAV, AU, AIFF, MPG/MPEG/AVI audio, iTunes/Windows Media (non-DRM).*
Native DSD (direct or DoP), DSD.* Output all to DSD.* DSD decoding to PCM.* DSD DSD formats: DFF, DSF, ISO SACD/DVD.* Module music formats: MOD, IM, XM, S3M.* Voice audio format: SPEEX.* Playlists: CUE, M3U, PLS, ASX, RAM , XSPF, WPL.* Letters (. LRC files, metadata).* Audio streaming (plays Internet radio streams, Icecast, Shoutcast).*
Supports large media libraries.* Supports iTunes library (non-DRM) and local files (within the /Documents folder).* Media sources.* Network: - SMB/CIFS network device (NAS or PC, Samba shares); - UPnP/DLNA media server; - SFTP server (over SSH); - FTP server; - WebDAV server.* Chromecast output (up to 24-bit, 192 kHz, no limit for DSP format or
effects).* Output to UPnP/DLNA Media Renderer (up to 24-bit, 768 kHz, no limit for a DSP format or effects).* Direct output to USB DAC (via USB OTG adapter, up to 32-bit, 768 kHz).* 32-bit output (IEEE (IEEE). Optional).* UPnP/DLNA Media Renderer server (no gaps, DSP effects).* Management of the device's local music library via the internal FTP
server.* DSP effects: - Parametric equalizer (4-60 band, fully configurable: type, frequency, Q, gain); - Graphic eq mode with 21 common presets; - Surround sound (Ambiophonic R.A.C.E.); - Crossfeed (better stereo sound perception on headphones); - Compressor / Limiter (dynamic range compression); - Time delay (speaker time alignment); - Dithering
(minimize quantification); - Tone, Tempo (playback speed and pitch correction); - Phase reversal (channel polarity change).* Speaker overload protection filters: Subsonic, Ultrasonic.* Peak normalization, RMS (preamp gain calculation after DSP effects).* Metadata playback gain.* Gapless playback (sample accuracy).* Hardware volume controls and
preamp.* Crossfade.* Optional real-time high-quality reampling (quality and audiofilis modes).* Real-time spectrum, Waveform, RMS analyzers.* Balance (L/R).* Mono Mode.* Profiles (multiple settings).* Playback modes: Shuffle, Loop, Single Track, Sequential, Queue.* Playlist management.* Grouping media libraries by: album, artist, composer, genre, year,
rating, folder.* Grouping of artists by category 'Album artist'.* Tag editing: MP3, FLAC, OGG, APE, SPEEX , WAV, WV, M4A, MP4 (internal storage, SMB, SFTP).* Folder mode.* Clock mode.* Timers: ไทย suspension, activation.* Interface languages語 ⽇ 한국어 简体 繁体: , Nederlands, Francisco, English, Spanish, á, Portuguese, Magyar, Polski, , T-
rk.SUPPORTTemore errors directly by email or via forum:Forum: Dec 10, 2020 Version 2.15.5 * Allow the default frequency of the reservation system in Hardware - Frequency settings by explicitly adding DEFAULT input. Fixed: - Confused spectrum, VU meter and waveform in case of native DSD output with 64-bit processing enabled; - Failed to connect to
some streaming servers (2.15.4 regression). This is easily one of the best music players for iPhone. There is so much control for almost every aspect of your music. The cross fader is very fun and the sound quality that this makes is amazing. The only thing that's preventing this app from being a 5 is that I wish you could have more control inside the queue.
For example, it would be really great if inside the queue you can choose what you play next and essentially build the queue as you go. Others then it's a great app! So here are the steps to make this app so big that it separates it from others instead of the Normal to scroll up and down and turn off and turn on your equalizer like most music apps you have the
option to keep the settings and then customize it which also includes volume control and surround sound controls plus get a volume control setting that is absolutely crazy! You get more than six controls for your bass and Sound moods that I have been playing with this app for over a month now and every time I use it I get a different setting the best part with
this app that I love the most is that you don't have to pay for other options in this app as you have to do with others I love this app. Phenomenal music player. I had some issues with it under iOS 12, but they have all been addressed under iOS 13. Handle FLAC files surprisingly on my iPhone 6s plus and on my iPad Air 2. And instead of owning a DAC, I just
plug it into my home stereo system with a standard 3.5mm auxiliary cable, and it's amazing. The sound quality and the right fit of the equalizer and all its parameters make it a very pleasant experience. I can't emphasize this enough. Once the deep curve, however, thar are warm waters, you learn, it is a pleasure to use. I love it. Thank you. Neutron should be
able to scan all files if you keep your SAGs inside the Neutron Documents folder. Please try to rescan the source input can be (long press on a source entry within Sources -&gt; Scan). If it doesn't help, you could try deleting/creating the source entry, but you're only sure that files that didn't appear in the media library are actually inside the Documents folder. If
nothing helps please send an email to neutronmp@gmail.com with more details. The developer, Neutron Code Limited, indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer does not collect any data from this application. Privacy practices may vary, for
example, depending on the features you use or your age. Learn more about the app support privacy policy of the developer website
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